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Developing Character One Lap at a Time

In swimming, one needs air to race and compete. The swimmer must have a race

strategy on how and when to breathe. Go out too fast, don’t breathe enough early

on, and one goes into oxygen debt. Take it too slow, breathe too much, and you

don’t hit a peak performance. The key is to control one’s effort, balance one’s

energy, and control the amount of air one intakes during the course of the race.

We all need air, not just while racing or training, but in everyday life. What gives

you air? Where do you find your air? What brings meaning and purpose to your

life? I find myself challenged even more over the past 3 months to find my A-I-R.

By self-reflecting during these challenging times we can all refine the answers to

these questions. A-I-R stands for: Adaptability – Integration – Resiliency. Let’s

examine each of these habits and skills.

Adaptability: Is the quality of being able to adjust to new conditions. Certainly, we

all have to adjust to our new set of circumstances. Adaptability is also the

capacity to modify or be changed. We challenge our athletes to make changes to

their strokes and their thinking all the time. Adaptability shows the ability to learn

from experiences and improve the fitness of the learner as a competitor. In

addition, as an organization (YOTA), we must alter our responses to the changed

circumstances or the environment.

Integration: Is who we are and how we show up. The Latin word integrare –

means to make whole – our heart and soul. At YOTA, we want all to feel part of

the whole and not apart from the team. In addition, it is important that we are

inclusive to all and invite others to become part of what we have. I need to more

intentional about adapting the YOTA culture to be more inclusive and to blend our

team into a highly functioning program that is unified. Don’t get me wrong we are

on track, we can just do more to become even more integrated and better serve

the communities we are part of.

Resiliency: Is the ability to recover from or respond to events of misfortunes or

disappointments. The key in being resilient is how one thinks about the event or

situation you find yourself in. We all are going to make mistakes, experience

setbacks, or even face failures, however how we respond to these events will

determine our next course. I want you to know we are in this together, you are

not alone in your struggles. Together, we will rise up and by supporting one

another along these challenging times we can make change happen. You do not

walk alone, you have all of YOTA standing by ready to assist.

My challenge to each of you is to find your A-I-R. Focus on the skills of

adaptability, integration, and resiliency in order to give yourself more air and to

help you find increased purpose in your swimming and value in this team.

Breath Control
Coach Jerry talks about the

importance of managing your

A-I-R to handle the challenges

you face daily, in and out of

the pool. 

Learning From the Best

We learn from Coach Brooks

what the best swimmers in the

country are doing to make the

best out of our current

situation.

Congratulations Seniors!
Our Senior 1 Coaches, Jamie

and Tom, celebrate our

graduating seniors and wish

them luck as they move on

from the program!

Mental Health
As a program, our goal is to

help swimmers grow as

people, not just as athletes.

Coach Rachel talks about

focusing on our mental health,

and gives us strategies to help

swimmers understand and

cope with their feelings.

One Thing At A Time
Coach Tony teaches us about

focusing on what you can

control when things get

overwhelming, whether that's

working on changing your

stroke or dealing with a

pandemic.

Virtual YOTA Celebrations! 



Your swimming career will not suffer, the break can even be turned into a positive.

View any challenging or difficult time, like this break, as an opportunity.

Use this time to find a better balance in your life.

Your training is cumulative, in other words, it continues to build on top of what you

have already done.  It does not just disappear even if you have to stop training for a

significant period.

Think about and remember what it is about swimming that you love.Use the break to

become more athletic.

Increase your body awareness.

Be coachable, consistent, and communicative.

Trust your coaches and communicate with them.

Work on the mental side of swimming.

Journal to help you see your growth and successes.

Remember how much you missed being at the pool when things get hard again as a

way to stay the course.  

Invest in your teammates.  Helping them become the best they can be will help you.

Take some time to think about why you are swimming.

Have fun with the sport and be happy with your effort.

Work on technique all the time!

If you do anything long enough, there will be tough, challenging times.  Examine why

it is that you may not enjoy some things, but embrace the parts that you do enjoy

and make the most of them.

Embrace the fun of competition.

To become a better competitor at meets, compete in practice.

Fuel yourself with positivity along with good nutrition.

During our time away from the pool, YOTA was blessed to have several very successful

swimmers Zoom with our athletes to share their experiences and offer helpful ideas on

how to make the best of this challenging time.

Leah Gingrich, a former YMCA swimmer, 2-time All American at the University of Texas,

and Olympic Trial finalist was our first guest.  After six years out of the water, Leah is

again chasing her Olympic dream and is already swimming best times with less than a

year of training.

Coleman Stewart, another former YMCA swimmer, and two time NCAA Champion at NC

State with two American Records, was our next guest.

YOTA alum David Fox, Olympic Gold medalist, NCAA Champion, and member of a world

record setting 400 Meter Free Relay re-connected with us to share his thoughts.

Finally, we heard from Ryan Murphy, three-time Olympic Gold medalist and world record

holder in the 100 meter Backstroke.

All four shared many similar encouraging, positive thoughts to help our athletes while

they were away from the pool:

They also shared many great ideas to help us moving forward now that we are back in

the water:

Learning From The Best Brooks Teal

YOTA’s Graduating Senior Class
It is with much excitement that we recognize the graduating class of 2020. We are so proud of your

accomplishments and wish you the very best success as you go forward in your lives. We know that the lessons

you learned as members of the YOTA swim team will help you as you navigate college and beyond.

Jamie Bloom & Tom Hazelett

(cont.)



Matthew Congiusta

Pranesh MachaShaw SatterfieldSophia SwensonVictor Hammer

Julia AllenMegan CarsonPerry Becker

Gideon Bezuidenhout Avery Schrage Emma Murtaugh Davis Carson

Ava Konopka Camden McGovern Andrew Jeffries Alexis Walker



Pranesh Macha will be attending the University of Alabama- Birmingham

Julia Allen will be attending The University of North Carolina- Wilmington

Andrew Jeffries will be attending North Carolina State University

Camden McGovern will be attending East Carolina University

Victor Hammer will be attending Durham Technical School

Ava Konopka will be attending The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill

Avery Schrage will be attending North Carolina State University

Sophia Swenson will be attending William Peace University. She will be competing for the Pacers swim team.

Matthew Congiusta will be taking a gap year

Alexis Walker will be attending The University of North Carolina-Asheville. She will be competing for the

Bulldogs swim team.

Perry Becker will be attending The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. He will be competing for the Tar

Heels swim team.

Gideon Bezuidenhout will be attending King University. He will be competing for the Monarchs swim team.

Davis Carson will be taking a gap year.

Megan Carson will be attending the University of Richmond. She will be competing for the Spiders swim team.

Emma Murtaugh will be attending Davidson College. She will be competing for the Wildcats swim team.

Shaw Satterfield will be attending The Ohio State University. He will be competing for the Buckeyes swim team.

From our Taylor site: 

From our Kerr site: 

From our Ingram site: 

From our Durham site: 

From our Raleigh Senior 2 site:

From our Meadowmont Senior 1 site: 

From our Raleigh Senior 1 site:

Sleep or appetite changes

Mood changes

Withdrawing from regular interactions

Drop in function

Problems thinking

Increased sensitivity

Apathy

Feeling disconnected

Nervousness

Illogical thinking

Unusual behavior

At YOTA, we put an emphasis on the development of the athletes as a swimmer and as a person. Our goal as a

program is to set our athletes up for success in life beyond the pool. The year 2020 has made us all emotionally

and mentally raw. COVID-19 alone has taken graduations, celebrations, championship meets, overall experiences

and memories, training, socialization with our friends, vacations, spending time with our loved ones away from us.

It has forced us into a world of uncertainty, fear, frustration, anger, and anxiety. How do we mentally come back

stronger from this?

   1. Make yourself aware of signs and symptoms of mental illness.

YOTA’s Graduating Senior Class (cont.)

Mental Health Rachel Muller

(cont.)



Mental Health
   2. Create an environment where swimmers feel comfortable expressing their feelings.

Spend quality time building a relationship with each swimmer. At the end of the day, life is not all about

swimming. Show them you appreciate who they are as a person not just as a swimmer. Express your

feelings with them. Honest communication builds trust and shows that if my leader can express those

feelings, so can I.

   3. Encourage your swimmers to talk about their feelings and be willing to listen.
Listening to your swimmer can make all the difference. Usually when someone comes to you to discuss their

feelings our first response is to solve their issue. Unfortunately, that person usually leaves that conversation

more hurt or upset because they just wanted to be heard not fixed. Before voicing your suggestions ask if

they would like your input. Listen for understanding before responding.

   4. Teach them coping skills. Support them so they can become more resilient.
Strong emotions can be scary and they can fuel strong reactions. If your swimmer can express the emotions

they are feeling and what is causing it with their words, it makes their emotions feel more manageable.

Additionally, find your swimmers' triggers and stick to what they love. Lastly, be present, understanding,

and seek help when needed.

   5. Promote autonomy and help your swimmer problem solve when they are experiencing worry.
You do not want your swimmers to feel oppressed. Having a social environment that builds self-discovery,

self-direction, and self-definition helps promote aspects of the swimmer that are important to them and

creating a space that allows them the ability to interact and act with authenticity leads to the swimmers

being able to operate in a more autonomous way.

    6. Encourage the swimmers to get enough sleep, eat a balanced diet, stick to a schedule and keep a       
        thought diary.

The mind and the body are connected. If you want to feel the best mentally, take good care of your body.

Sleep deprivation affects your psychological state and your mental health. Sleep problems may increase the

risk for a particular mental illness. Eating irregularly, not eating enough, or eating an unbalanced diet can

lead to impacts on your mental health. When fueling your body efficiently, it can increase your mood and

decrease your irritability. At the end of the day, you can not ignore your body and expect it to feel good.

With many people wishing 2020 would end already, I encourage us all to think about what you can do to

make this crazy year worth it. How can we make COVID-19 and any other situation the best thing that ever

happened to us?

(cont.)

Dealing With Change Tony Carroll

We’ve experienced more change in the last four months than most will encounter in four years. We all remember

that day back in March when everything suddenly changed; school, swimming, church, vacations, spending time

with friends, visiting loved ones, eating out at restaurants, going to the grocery store, etc. Since then, our lives

have been changing by the day, resulting in stress and a range of uncomfortable emotions. You might be feeling

sad, anxious, angry, frustrated, or maybe even relieved at times, but either way, it can be overwhelming. All of

these emotions are normal responses to change and uncertainty, and you are not alone.

While we can't take these emotions away, we can work with them and learn to tolerate the uncertainty and

discomfort we are experiencing. We can begin to view change as a challenge to tackle head on. Everyone is

capable of handling a lot more than they realize, whether that’s dealing with the changes that come with a

pandemic or making changes to your stroke technique. In my experience, larger tasks and challenges can be

intimidating, but I’ve learned anything is manageable if you break it into smaller tasks.

(cont.)



When you think back to some of the most impressive, even scary, things you’ve done or endured, how were they

possible? When you pushed through a set you didn’t think you could make, or when you finally hit that goal time

you’ve been working towards for months, how did you do it? That big set might have seemed impossible when you

first saw it, but by focusing on one 50 at a time, you found a way to do it. Hitting your goal time seemed crazy at

the beginning of the season, but by working on your strokes every day in practice, and putting in the effort one set

at a time, you found a way to make it happen. 

When dealing with change, whether that’s changes that happen in your life or changes you are trying to make

personally, it’s important to focus on the present. The big picture may seem unbearable, but in the moment, ask

yourself what specific tasks are unbearable? The set may be hard, but can I do one more 50? My goal time is really

fast, but can I get one extra kick off each wall?

By focusing on the present, we’re able to remove those intimidating thoughts from our frame of view, and we can

think of each smaller obstacle or task as a challenge to be faced! You’ve faced challenges before, and therefore

you’re able to face any challenge that comes your way if you approach it the right way! Don’t be afraid of a

challenge – there’s always a way!

Dealing With Change (cont.)

Follow us! @SwimYOTA @SwimYOTAYOTA Swim Team

Keep your notifications turned on for team updates, giveaways, meet results, and so much more! If you have
ideas for social media content, please send us a direct message on any one of our three platforms.

YOTA Annual Celebration

YOTA '20 Senior Send-Off 

Click here to re-watch the Virtual

Celebration!

Click here to view the Flipbook! 

Take a look back at some of the brightest

highlights of the 2019-2020 YOTA Swim Team

season. You can view the video and this

season's Flipbook using the link below. 

Click here to watch the Senior Send-Off!

Congratulations to the YOTA Swim Team

graduating class of 2020! Follow the link below

to view the Senior Send-Off! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbFsQs0cT6Y
https://issuu.com/yotaswimteam/docs/final_copy
https://issuu.com/yotaswimteam/docs/final_copy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY31EJHd98A&t=8s

